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Abstract
systematic framework of 35 indicators for good MLE activities in Italian elementary schools. These indicators are grouped according to

which may serve to support teacher trainings as well as the monitoring and (self-)evaluation of teachers’ MLE work.
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Quality is not a thing. It is an event. […]

as well as in other areas of schooling and life-long

and certain goals – remained in the shadow.1 This has
training seminars or academic conferences as well as

innovation.

1

question of good practice is also linked to the evaluation

Note that, in English, the two words evaluation and assessment
refer to two separate concepts, while in the Romance languages
both learning assessment and educational process evaluation are
referred to by the same term – évaluation in French, valutazione
in Italian, evaluación in Spanish, to mention just three examples.
This, in turn, also results in a less rigorous conceptional difference
in these languages.
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witness or have come to know.
requires the consideration and integration of a plurality
I will propose a systematic framework of criteria and
indicators for assessing the quality of MLE in the
1. Revising the concept of good practice in MLE
British Educational Research Journal

knowledge of practice also resides in practitioners

good practice to that
of best practice

determine quality characteristics.

economistic criteria of effectiveness (what makes

from Aristotle’s De Anima
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tendency of policy makers to support policies outlining

are a tool for practitioners to improve the quality of
certain educational services.
It is primarily from this angle that the tool not help teachers in improving self-awareness of their
teaching methods.

many material and human resources) nor to provide a

how and why they decided
that these criteria are relevant to understand whether a
and uncritically (thus putting additional weight on the practice is good or not.
2. Features of MLE good practice in international
development of educators’ competence in teaching literature
indications and guidelines suggesting characteristics

This self-evaluative aim of the tool is the main
difference distinguishing it from other approaches to

to a theoretical framework very similar to the one I am
focusing on multiple aspects of educational processes)
a view to comparing their recommendations (Felini
path.

2

A comprehensive review of evaluation and assessment models in
the area of MLE has recently been conducted by Martens (2010).
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there are diverse pedagogies of MLE and different

the clarity of the results one would need if the ultimate
practices.
recommendations that recurs insistently concerns

•
Core principles of media literacy
education

•

the quality of the individuals and/or institutions

•

the quality of the organizational and infrastructural

most effective when used with co-learning pedagogies”
•
conception of media and their role in society).
3. The empirical research
3.1 Objectives, research plan, and methodology
developed an integrated system of criteria to identify
quality MLE in Italian elementary schools.3 The
international organizations give priority to policy
guidelines and related recommendations (teacher
of good practices. In line with the argument presented

3

According to Italian laws, MLE is not mandatory in all schools,
even though the Indicazioni nazionali (National Curriculum Standards) currently in force provide a number of learning outcomes
that could be easily included in this area (Felini 2010b). In elementary schools, MLE is currently taught on a voluntary basis by motivated teachers, generally as part of interdisciplinary courses or in
workshops offered in the afternoon to enrich the basic curriculum;
sometimes, these are co-taught by two teachers or a teacher and a
technical instructor.
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who, and on the basis of which criteria

notion of an objective

framework of quality standards for MLE practices in

grouped and integrated into a preliminary draft of an
synthesis of a large range of views. The aim of this is
true
something that is reliable
regarding the draft framework were recorded. They value through a methodical and documented process.

•
•
5

•
They

participated

in

semi-structured

interviews

worked as elementary teachers for at least twelve years
containing the recorded interviews as well as the draft
list of indicators that the interviewees were shown can
the permission of the respondents).
the literature review and the suggestions gathered teachers – selected according to the criteria outlined
quality criteria and indicators. The teachers interviewed
4

5

development of a MLE curriculum for elementary

Falcinelli has published books and articles on educational media
and MLE for more than 20 years. She coordinated a large research
project on MLE in elementary schools in the region of Umbria
research project on teaching practices involving media (funded by
the Ministry of Education).
6
sion education for more than 30 years. He coordinated a national
survey on MLE in Italian elementary and middle schools (funded
by the regional Communication Commissions).
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•
•
•
•

Placing the word “good” before “practice”
constitutes a pre-judgment, which is why we [as
scholars] put ourselves in a dangerous position.
What does it trigger at the emotional level to
be asked “what is a good practice”, especially
in a practitioner? One cannot immediately put
oneself in the role of a judge; especially,
one cannot ask a practitioner to do so, if it’s
you, an academic, to ask the question. The
risk is that what practitioners really want to say
will never emerge, mainly because they want
to look good7

•

wordpress.com.

questions raised. In this way a long series of elements

3.2 Findings

and in terms of citizenship” (interview with Floriana

summarize here the main ideas and conclusions drawn technological tools themselves during activities. In her
using the tools”9 (ibid.).
7

“Il fatto di anticipare la parola ‘buone’ davanti a ‘pratiche’ costituisce una pregiudiziale, perché ci si pone in una posizione pericolosa. Cosa può suscitare a livello emotivo, specialmente a un
pratico, il sentirsi chiedere cos’è una buona pratica? Non ci si può
porre immediatamente in una posizione di giudizio, né soprattutto
chiedere a un pratico di farlo, se sei tu, accademico, a porre la
questione. Il rischio è che non emerga ciò che realmente i pratici
8

anche le intersezioni con altre competenze, disciplinari e di cit-

media products created during an MLE unit were added
to the framework.

9
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fostering relational and communication competencies

fact that they got to produce something concrete”

If I should think of an element that determines the •
quality of MLE in elementary schools, I would
say it’s the ability of the experience to attain the
acquisition of appropriate critical thinking skills
in children (i.e., the ability to make comparisons,
observations, linguistic operations, evaluations
etc.). These are things that nobody teaches but
school. Schools must include media in their
activities, thinking of them as texts, with the
same dignity as a poem. However, they must
choose good things, things that have value.
It’s not true that bad movies work. This is the
teachers’ responsibility, a huge responsibility10

The need to adequately document activities so

13

(interview with Emanuela

and helpful for our work… [Documentation] is not

MLE everyday”
•
increasingly rare nowadays.15
•

mente scelto per quel momento e per quel tipo di apprendimento
12

“Cosa avevano di buono queste esperienze? Prima di tutto… la
-

13

“Insisterei sulla documentazione, perché così altri colleghi pos-

aim of fostering skills [instead of transmitting

14

11
10

linguistiche, valutazioni…). Queste sono cose che se non fa la
scuola non fa nessun altro. La scuola deve portare i media dentro

“La documentazione la vediamo sempre come un peso, non
abbiamo la cultura del progetto. Ma è necessaria e funzionale al
nostro lavoro… [Documentare] non è però un obiettivo solo formale, perché si tratta di qualcosa di indispensabile per rendere il
percorso riproducibile e un bagaglio di competenza per tutta la
scuola. Altrimenti la media education non diventa qualcosa che
normalmente si fa, ma resta qualcosa che solo alcuni insegnanti
motivati portano avanti. Lo scopo, invece, è trasformare la media
15

di una poesia: deve però scegliere le cose belle, le cose che hanno
11

“Io punterei di più sull’organizzazione all’interno della classe:
la media education non può essere una lezione frontale, bisogna
lavorare di più per gruppi e in laboratorio, e per competenze. La
-

follows a group of children over the entire period from grade 1
to 5. Between 1985 and 2008, teachers predominantly worked in
pairs in two parallel classes; they taught all the main subjects, and
there was the possibility to co-teach in the classroom for some
hours a week. This possibility is very effective from an academic
point of view, but, obviously, it is also very costly; thus, it has been
severely limited by the latest educational reforms (Law 169/2008).
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than lecture”

necessary”
international literature and the scholars interviewed so
of criteria to identify good practice in MLE.

necessary to avoid the inclusion of indicators referring

(interview with
equipment”17
different opinions. Most of the interviewees agreed that
(interview with Susanna
of MLE into the POF as a quality criterion. As one
an element of quality”
I would put this idea of institutionalizing MLE
in brackets. It’s already a daily battle in the
School Committees, and certain things just go
on by inertia. On the one hand, the inclusion of
MLE in the POF is very hard to achieve and,
on the other, it does not even guarantee that
things will actually be done. Of course, it would
be desirable to include MLE in the POF, but I
don’t see this as something indispensable19

(interview with Emanuela

can introduce something more unusual and special”

4. Criteria and indicators for quality MLE in Italian
elementary schools
well as the interviews with scholars and practitioners –
I would like to present a systematic proposal of criteria
and indicators for quality MLE in Italian elementary

16 “

i bambini uno per uno, perché talvolta non si può far molto altro
17

“Anzitutto, c’è un problema di formazione nostra, dei docenti;
20

“L’istituzionalizzazione non so quanto possa essere condivisa

18

POF (= Piano dell’Offerta Formativa) is a public document, annually updated, which contains the mission statement and the educational activities offered in each Italian school institute.
19
“Questa parte dell’istituzionalizzazione la metterei un po’ tra
virgolette: è una battaglia quotidiana nei Collegi, certe cose vanno
avanti per inerzia. Il fatto che la media education venga messa

21

“Il tema del rapporto con le famiglie è molto interessante, anche
se io non l’ho mai curato molto; non ci ho mai pensato. Ma è vero,
22

23

garantisce che poi le cose vengano fatte davvero. Chiaramente è
auspicabile che la media education sia nel POF, ma non la vedo

24

perché si parte sempre da un terreno conosciuto: solo dopo ci si
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investigation) and corresponding sets of indicators. The
scholars and teachers interviewed had given their
given phenomenon (in this case MLE activities) which

MLE.
This is why the second criterion (actors) refers to those
(and to what degree) the quality criteria are met.

a) the adequacy and effectiveness of the teaching with regard to quality in MLE. Teachers’ training is

d) the awareness of the underlying MLE theories as
e) the originality of the MLE activity.
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continuous documentation of all activities with the aim
to increase media awareness and knowledge among
trainings is considered an important quality indicator
as well.
the framework is targeted towards elementary school
teachers with the aim to help them improve their own
MLE activities.
other documents developed to guide educators and
clear awareness among all the teachers involved in the
linked to other disciplines as well as in terms of key-

the role of media in today’s society and the role of MLE
in educating tomorrow’s citizens. These two elements
can help to avoid impromptu teaching.
Finally – and although there were different
Core Principles
This refers not only to the innovative character of the

They can help educators to clarify their conception of
of a limitation to the most common and worn-out support them in evaluating the organizational aspects
generations of students.
dissemination of results).
tool for Italian teachers who want to improve their own
MLE activities as well as for teacher trainers working
5. Implications for practice and future research:
The framework as a tool for teachers and teacher
educators
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the function of good practices as patterns of action
themselves.
will not even accept methodological and didactical
in the way they have long grown accustomed to in
the proposed tool mainly serves to provide evidence
which the trainer would like to make the participants
This is why the framework of quality indicators
since it has the advantage of providing a one-page only

the framework
my work of synthesis and systematization. The quality
were given value
educational effectiveness of this framework in the
to teachers who have already had at least one MLE
25

Manuela Valenti, for instance, said that the framework is “very
detailed and well-structured. It considers a wide range [of aspects]
that allows you to look at projects from different angles: and this

the grid’s potential to lead to a more critical analysis
conglomeration of mere impressions on children’s

(interview, July 3, 2012). And as Susanna Lemmi commented, the
because everything that requires more work is frightening. However, if a teacher wants to work seriously, this framework can be
a useful tool. Some indicators can help during the initial planning
phase, others in the course of the project, and others again during
perché tutto ciò che ci chiede di lavorare di più spaventa. Ma se
uno vuole lavorare, questo può essere un buono strumento. Alcuni
punti servirebbero prima, nella fase di progettazione, altri durante
lo svolgimento del progetto e altri ancora nella fase di valutazio-

awareness of what one does can guide teachers – and all
of us – to continuously improve the practice of MLE.
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Appendix
Table 1 – Systematic framework of criteria and indicators of quality for MLE in Italian elementary schools.
Criteria of
quality

a) Teaching
methods

Sub-criteria (areas
of investigation)
Methods and
techniques used in
working with
students

Indicators
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Centrality of
children

7.
8.

Inclusion of both media analysis (texts, language use, consumption behaviors etc.) and
media production by students;
use of both individual and group work;
teacher’s stimulation of discussions among students, giving everybody the possibility to
form and express their opinions;
inclusion of different media products than those the children normally consume: in particular, products of relevant narrative, aesthetic, social, or historical quality.
Educational design based on teachers’ knowledge of children, their media experience
and consumption as well as their socio-cultural context;
children’s active and personal participation in the various activities.

Teachers’ training

9. Assessment of teachers’ competence before their assignment to MLE courses/units;
10.
MLE project;
11. exchange with other teachers involved in MLE activities, and peer-to-peer evaluation.

School/family
relationship

12. Sharing with families the meaning of MLE for their children;
13. creation of forms of parental involvement to achieve the educational outcomes;
14. training for parents on family media management.

Involvement of
media professionals

15. Participation of media professionals in the design of MLE projects;
16. meetings of students with media professionals.

Structuring of the
MLE course

17. Existence of a written syllabus stating all relevant information regarding the planned
MLE activity;
18. interdisciplinary links between the MLE unit and students’ other educational activities;
19. integration of the project within a school-wide MLE plan, and its possible inclusion into
the POF;
20. assessment of students’ learning;
21. teachers’ self-evaluation of the course, based on the evidence collected and conducted
individually or with colleagues.

b) Actors

c) Organization Use of equipment
Documentation and
dissemination of
results

22. Availability of technological equipment appropriate for the aims of the project;
23. use of equipment by the children themselves, as often as possible.
24. Continuous documentation of all activities (syllabus, diary of activities, videotaping of
lessons, media products produced by the students etc.) and archival of these documents
25. presentation of results to the school and/or town community;
26. participation in competitions;
27. presentation on the activity at conferences and/or teacher trainings.

d) Underlying
MLE
theories

e) Originality

Awareness of the
goals of the activity

28. Clear formulation of the purpose and objectives to be achieved by students, both in
terms of MLE outcomes, outcomes linked to other disciplines, and outcomes related to

MLE concept

29. Existence of an explicit concept of the media and their role in contemporary society;
30. reference of the activity to explicit concepts of MLE and media competence.

Originality of the
MLE activity and its
contents

31. Attention to current media reality and recent trends in the ever-changing media world.

Originality of the
32. Originality of the language chosen by the students or of the creative solutions adopted
media message
in the message;
produced by students 33. aesthetic value of the media message or of the creative solutions adopted in it;
during the activity
34. communicative effectiveness of the message in view of the target audience.
Originality of the
teaching methods

35. Originality of the adopted teaching methods, especially in terms of their adaptation to the
needs of the student group and its context.
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Annex 1:
Protocol for the interviews with scholars in the area of MLE at school
Goals of the interview

Script for the interviewer
Part 1 (before showing the draft)
1.
3.
Part 2 (after showing and explaining the draft)
1.
3.

5.
7.
[Questions 6 and 7 are repeated for the remaining four criteria.]

9.
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The draft can be found at http://qualityMLE.wordpress.com.

27

sented here.
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Annex 2:
Protocol for the interviews with elementary school teachers experienced in teaching MLE
Goals of the interview

Script for the interviewer
Part 1 (before showing the draft)
1.
3.
Part 2 (after showing and explaining the draft)
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.

28

The draft can be found at http://qualityMLE.wordpress.com.
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